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ABSTRACT: De novo designed protein domains are 
increasingly being applied in biotechnology, cell biology and 
synthetic biology. Therefore, it is imperative that these proteins 
are robust to superficial changes, i.e., small changes to their 
amino-acid sequences should not cause gross structural 
changes. In turn, this allows properties such as stability and 
solubility to be tuned without affecting structural attributes like 
tertiary fold and quaternary interactions. Reliably designed 
proteins with predictable behaviors may then be used as 
scaffolds to incorporate function, e.g., through the introduction 
of features for small-molecule, metal or macromolecular 
binding, and enzyme-like active sites. Generally, achieving this 
requires the starting protein fold to be well understood. Herein, 
we focus on designing α-helical coiled coils, which are well 
studied, widespread and often direct protein-protein interactions 
in natural systems. Our initial investigations reveal that a 
previously designed parallel, homotetrameric coiled coil, CC-
Tet, is not robust to sequence changes that were anticipated to 
maintain its structure. Instead, the alterations switch the 
oligomeric state from tetramer to trimer. To improve the 
robustness of designed homotetramers, additional sequences 
based on CC-Tet were produced and characterized in solution 
and by X-ray crystallography. Of these updated sequences, one 
is robust to truncation and to changes in surface electrostatics; 
we call this CC-Tet*. Variants of the general CC-Tet* design 
provide a set of homotetrameric coiled coils with unfolding 
temperatures in the range 40 ˚C to >95 ˚C. We anticipate that 
these will be of use in applications requiring robust and well 
defined tetramerization domains. 

It is now possible to design a variety of protein structures de 
novo using computational and rational approaches.1,2 Whilst 
much of this work has been done with the aim of exploring 
accessible protein topologies, attention is turning to ensuring 
protein designs can address the challenges they will face in 
practical applications.3 For example, it is important that they 
can tolerate superficial sequence changes without losing 
structural specificity. This is because, once a target structure 
has been achieved it may be augmented to give it new 
properties or to incorporate new functions.  

One family of protein structure that can be designed 
relatively reliably is the α-helical coiled coil (CC). In these 

assemblies two or more α helices wrap around one another to 
form super-helical bundles.4 This is directed by 7-residue 
sequence repeats called heptads, in which the residues are 
labelled abcdefg (Figure 1A). The specific structure adopted by 
a CC is determined by the heptad sequence. In particular, the 
identities of hydrophobic-core residues at a and d discriminate 
between dimeric, trimeric and tetrameric structures.5-7 The e 
and g residues also influence oligomer state and topology.8,9 
Beyond this, the peripheral b, c and f residues generally do not 
significantly impact overall CC structure, though they may 
influence stability, solubility or interactions with other 
molecules.10,11 CC stability may also be adjusted by changing 
the length of the constituent helices.12,13 More ambitious 
changes include the incorporation of sites for enzyme-like 
activity and ligand/protein binding.14,15 When these features are 
added to existing scaffolds it is important that oligomeric state 
or relative helix orientation are unaffected. However, some 
sequence changes can have unpredictable effects and structural 
plasticity has been noted in both natural and de novo CC 
assemblies.16,17 

Here we investigate the structural integrity of de novo 
designed homotetrameric CCs containing all-parallel helices. 
These CCs are especially useful as protein-protein interaction 
domains in cell and synthetic biology and biotechnology.18-21 
Tetramers also have relatively large hydrophobic cores making 
them highly stable, so they may be able to tolerate a wider 
range of sequence modifications without becoming excessively 
destabilized or losing structural specificity. Indeed, non-CC 4-
helix bundles have been used for some time as scaffolds into 
which functions can be introduced.22 

The key guidelines for designing tetrameric CCs are to place 
leucine (Leu, L) at the a position of the heptad and isoleucine 
(Ile, I) at d.6,7 This creates a hydrophobic seam though which 
the helices interact and forms the core of the CC. This is often 
flanked by complementary charged residues like glutamate 
(Glu, E) and lysine (Lys, K) at e and g. Conversely, expanding 
the hydrophobic seam by placing small hydrophobic residues 
such as alanine (Ala, A) at e/g can have profound effects on 
structure, potentially resulting in larger parallel oligomers,8,9,23 
or in antiparallel tetramers where the relative helix orientation 
changes.16,24  

As part of a basis set of de novo CC modules,6 previously we 
applied these principles to design a parallel CC tetramer, CC-
Tet,8 with the sequence repeat, L-A-A-I-K-X-E (a-b-c-d-e-f-g, 

Table 1. Peptide sequences.  



 

 
The class-1–4 peptides were named for their heptad arrangement (1–4), charge pattern (EK; or KE, where charged residues are 

inverted) and number of heptads (3, 3.5 or 4). The heptad register is indicated above the sequences. All sequences contained N- and C-
terminal glycine residues (not included in heptad register assignment) and were N-terminally acylated and C-terminally amidated.  

where X is tryptophan [Trp, W], K or glutamine [Gln, Q]) 
(Figure 1A). While the basis set CCs can be used as “off-the-
shelf” parts in various applications,18-21,25 as discussed above it 
may be desirable to alter these designs to give them more 
bespoke properties. Therefore, to determine whether it could 
tolerate sequence changes predicted to maintain its general 
topology, we probed CC-Tet sequence variants as follows. 

First, a charge-swapped variant of CC-Tet was made with the 
E/K residues at g and e inverted to give CC-Tet-KE (Table 1). 
By circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy CC-Tet-KE was 
highly α helical, but less thermally stable than CC-Tet (Figure 
1B,C; Table S2). However, when the oligomeric state was 
investigated by analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC), CC-Tet-
KE formed a trimer, rather than the anticipated tetramer 
(Figures 1D and S25).  

In addition, CC-Tet was not robust to truncation: with the 
aim of modulating its thermal stability, we removed the N-
terminal heptad of CC-Tet to give a three-heptad peptide, CC-
Tet-3 (Table 1). CD spectroscopy showed that this was partially 
α helical with a much lower thermal stability than CC-Tet 

(Figure 1B,C; Table S2). However, AUC experiments for CC-
Tet-3 returned trimer molecular weights (Figures 1D and S26). 

Therefore, the original CC-Tet homotetramer is not robust to 
sequence changes that were not expected to affect oligomeric 
state. Though this de novo CC can be used as-is, it may not be 
optimal for applications where the CC sequence will be altered. 
Variants of this particular module should be used with caution. 

To design more reliable homotetramers, several alternative 
sequences were considered (Figure 2A–D; Table 1). Compared 
with dimers and trimers, homotetrameric CCs have wider helix-
helix interfaces with CC-defining knobs-into-holes packing that 
extends past a and d  positions to involve side chains at g and/or 
e.26,27 Therefore, we reasoned that the g and e residues may play 
a role in specifying tetrameric CCs. To test this, the e and g 
positions were made combinations of Glu, Lys and the 
uncharged, polar residue Gln. We avoided small residues like 
Ala because of the aforementioned possibility of forming 
alternative structures.8,9,16,23 Furthermore, the new designs were 
in c-register rather than g-register, i.e., the CC sequences began 

Peptide Sequence 

          g abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg ab  

CC-Tet 
CC-Tet   Ac – G E LAAIKQE LAAIKKE LAAIKWE LAAIKQ GAG – NH2 

CC-Tet-KE   Ac – G K LAAIEQK LAAIEKK LAAIEWK LAAIEQ GAG – NH2 

CC-Tet-3   Ac – G E LAAIKKE LAAIKWE LAAIKQ G – NH2 

Class 1 

1-EK-4       Ac – G AIKKE LAAIKKE LAAIKWE LAAIKKE LA G – NH2 

1-KE-4       Ac – G AIEQK LAAIEQK LAAIEWK LAAIEQK LA G – NH2 

1-EK-3       Ac – G AIKKE LAAIKWE LAAIKKE LA G – NH2 

Class 2 
2-EK-4       Ac - G EIKQQ LAEIKQQ LAEIKWQ LAEIKQQ LA G – NH2 

2-KE-4       Ac – G KIEQQ LAKIEQQ LAKIEWQ LAKIEQQ LA G – NH2 

2-EK-3       Ac - G EIKQQ LAEIKWQ LAEIKQQ LA G – NH2 

Class 3 
3-EK-4       Ac – G AIQQE LKAIQQE LKAIQWE LKAIQQE LK G – NH2 

3-KE-4       Ac – G AIQQK LEAIQQK LEAIQWK LEAIQQK LE G – NH2 

3-EK-3       Ac – G AIQQE LKAIQWE LKAIQQE LK G – NH2 

Class 4 
4-EK-4       Ac – G KIQKQ LEKIQKQ LEKIQWQ LEKIQKQ LE G – NH2 

4-KE-4       Ac – G EIQKQ LKEIQKQ LKEIQWQ LKEIQKQ LK G – NH2 

4-EK-3.5-N   Ac – G Q LEKIQKQ LEKIQWQ LEKIQKQ LE G – NH2 

4-KE-3.5-N   Ac – G Q LKEIQKQ LKEIQWQ LKEIQKQ LK G – NH2 

4-EK-3.5-C       Ac – G KIQKQ LEKIQKQ LEKIQWQ LEKIQK G – NH2 

4-KE-3.5-C       Ac – G EIQKQ LKEIQKQ LKEIQWQ LKEIQK G – NH2 

4-EK-3       Ac – G KIQKQ LEKIQWQ LEKIQKQ LE G – NH2 

4-KE-3       Ac – G EIQKQ LKEIQWQ LKEIQKQ LK G – NH2 

 



 

 

Figure 1. Biophysical characterization of CC-Tet variants. (A) Helical wheel for CC-Tet annotated with heptad positions. (B) CD 
spectra for CC-Tet, CC-Tet-KE and CC-Tet-3 measured at 5 °C and 10 µM peptide concentration. (C) Variable temperature CD 
measurements for CC-Tet, CC-Tet-KE and CC-Tet-3 monitoring MRE222 from 5–95 °C at 10 µM peptide concentration. (D) SV 
experiments for CC-Tet-KE and CC-Tet-3, returning molecular weights of 10.5 and 7.2 kDa, respectively. All measurements were 
performed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4). 

 

 

Figure 2. Design and biophysical characterization of class-1–4 peptides. Helical wheels for (A) 1-EK-4, (B) 2-EK-4, (C) 3-EK-4 and 
(D) 4-EK-4. (E) CD spectra for 1-EK-4, 1-KE-4, 2-EK-4, 2-KE-4, 3-EK-4, 3-KE-4, 4-EK-4 and 4-KE-4 measured at 5 °C and 10 µM 
peptide concentration. (F) Variable temperature CD measurements for the above peptides monitoring MRE222 from 5–95 °C at 10 µM 
peptide concentration. (G) SV experiments for the above peptides, returning molecular weights of 12.9, 11.3, 13.4, 14.4, 14.5, 13.7, 
15.3 and 15.4 kDa, respectively. All measurements were performed in PBS (pH 7.4). 



 

 

Figure 3. X-ray crystal structures of (A) 2-EK-4, (B) 3-EK-4 and (C) 4-KE-4. Structures are shown from the N termini (top) and from 
the side with the N termini towards the top (middle). Cut-through views (bottom) are shown from the N termini with main chains 
shown as ribbons, core side chains as lines and Glu/Lys residues as sticks. Collection and refinement statistics are in Tables S3–S6.

at a c position, rather than g. This was done to maximise 
interhelical Coulombic interactions, and to be consistent with 
our own growing set of standard higher-order de novo coiled-
coil peptides.9 Therefore, all peptides herein were designed with 
this register to maintain this consistency. Overall, 4 classes 
were explored: class 1, with Glu and Lys at e and g; class 2, 
with Gln at g; class 3, with Gln at e; and class 4, with Gln at 
both e and g. In classes 2–4, the displaced Glu/Lys residues 
were moved to b and/or c sites to maintain possible favorable 
interhelical Coulombic interactions. Including the charge-
swapped variants, eight four-heptad-long peptides were 
designed (Table 1).  

Considering class 1 first, 1-EK-4 is analogous to CC-Tet 
apart from the change in register. 1-EK-4 formed a highly α 
helical, thermally stable tetramer (Figures 2E–G and S27; Table 
S2). However, though α helical, 1-KE-4 formed a mixture of 
trimers and tetramers in solution (Figure S28). Furthermore, a 
3-heptad variant of 1-EK-4, 1-EK-3, was one of the most 
thermally destabilized structures in this study (Figure S15; 
Tables 1 and S2). Thus, this heptad arrangement, L-A-A-I-K/E-
X-E/K (a-b-c-d-e-f-g, X = W, K or Q), is not compatible with 
reliable tetramer formation, regardless of sequence register. 

For classes 2 and 3, where Gln is either at all g or all e sites, 
respectively, the 4-heptad variants formed thermally stable α-
helical tetramers in solution (Figures 2E–G and S29–S32; Table 
S2). Moreover, the X-ray crystal structures of 2-EK-4 and 3-
EK-4 were solved to 1.7 and 1.1 Å resolution, respectively, and 
both revealed parallel, blunt-ended, homotetrameric CCs 
(Figure 3A,B; Tables S4 and S5). However, truncating these 
peptides to give 2-EK-3 and 3-EK-3 compromised their 
oligomeric-state specificities (Figures S16 and S17; Tables 1 
and S2). For example, though partly folded with a TM of 37 ˚C, 
2-EK-3 was largely trimeric in solution (Figure S35). 

Finally, the class 4 peptides, with Gln at both e and g, 
showed the most robust and predictable behavior of all the 
designs. 4-EK-4 and 4-KE-4 were both thermally stable α-
helical tetramers in solution (Figures 2E–G, S33 and S34; Table 
S2), and the X-ray crystal structure of 4-KE-4 revealed an all-
parallel, blunt-ended, tetrameric CC (Figure 3C; Table S6). The 
3-heptad versions of 4-EK-4 and 4-KE-4 also formed 
homotetramers (Figures S36 and S37), making L-K/E-E/K-I-Q-
X-Q (a-b-c-d-e-f-g, X = W or K) the only heptad arrangement 
that can tolerate charge inversion and truncation without losing 
oligomeric-state specificity.



 

 

Figure 4. Biophysical characterization of class-4 peptides. (A) CD spectra for 4-EK-4, 4-EK-3.5-N, 4-EK-3.5-C and 4-EK-3 measured 
at 5 °C. (B) SV experiments for 4-EK-3.5-C and 4-EK-3, returning molecular weights of 14.0 and 11.3 kDa, respectively. 4-EK-3.5-N 
precipitated. (C) Variable temperature CD measurements for 4-EK-4, 4-EK-3.5-C and 4-EK-3, monitoring MRE222 from 5–95 °C. (D) 
CD spectra for 4-KE-4, 4-KE-3.5-N, 4-KE-3.5-C and 4-KE-3 measured at 5 °C. (E) SV experiments for 4-KE-3.5-N, 4-KE-3.5-C and 
4-KE-3, returning molecular weights of 13.2, 13.1 and 10.7 kDa, respectively. (F) Variable temperature CD measurements for 4-KE-
4, 4-KE-3.5-N, 4-KE-3.5-C and 4-KE-3 monitoring MRE222 from 5–95 °C. CD measurements were performed at 10 µM peptide 
concentration. All measurements were performed in PBS (pH 7.4). 

Subsequently, 3.5-heptad versions of the class-4 peptides 
were designed in order to deliver a set of homotetrameric CC 
modules with a range of thermal stabilities (Table 1). 4-EK-3.5-
N and 4-EK-3.5-C were based on 4-EK-4 with half heptads 
removed from the N or C terminus, respectively; 4-KE-3.5-N 
and 4-KE-3.5-C were similar but based on 4-KE-4. All four 
3.5-heptad peptides were α helical (Figure 4A,D; Table S2). All 
were tetrameric in solution except 4-EK-3.5-N, which 
precipitated (Figure 4B,E and S38–S40). Moreover, the 3.5-
heptad variants had TMs in the range 80–90 ˚C. Conversely, the 
4-heptad variants were hyperthermally stable and did not 
unfold, and the 3-heptad variants had TMs of ≈40 °C and ≈52 
°C (Figure 4C,F; Table S2).  

In summary, the class-4 heptad repeat, L-K/E-E/K-I-Q-X-Q 
(a-b-c-d-e-f-g, X = W or K), is the most robust of the 
investigated designs, tolerating both truncation and changes in 
surface electrostatics. It is not completely clear why this should 
be. One possibility is that because Gln is uncharged, when 
placed at e and g it packs better to make knobs-into-holes 
interactions 26,27 compared with Glu or Lys at these sites. In this 
way, Gln residues may contribute better to tetramer 
specification. Indeed, analysis the X-ray structures that we have 
obtained does provide some evidence for this.   

We recommend the class-4 designs for use in applications 
where additional, minor modifications to the designed CC 
sequences are required, as they are more accommodating of 
variation than the original CC-Tet.6 We name this class of 
peptides CC-Tet*. We anticipate they will be useful scaffolds 

that could be augmented for supramolecular assembly, or by 
introducing sites for binding, catalysis or post-translational 
modification. Furthermore, the CC-Tet* peptides of different 
lengths constitute a set of well-characterized homotetrameric 
CCs with a range of thermal stabilities. These may be of use in 
cell biology, synthetic biology and biotechnology applications 
where quaternary protein interactions with variable stabilities 
are required. 
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